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* Increase awareness and understanding of the 
professional role and responsibility of maintaining 
boundaries with families you support and serve

* Improve the ability to self-reflect and make decisions 
regarding potential boundary violations

Objectives



Professional Boundaries:
* Limits that protect the space between the 
professional's power and the client's vulnerability. 

* Mutually understood, unspoken, physical and 
emotional limits of the relationship between the trusting 
client and the service provider. 

* Represent a set of culturally and professionally derived 
rules of how service providers and their clients interact. 

Definitions:



Fiduciary Responsibility/Relationship:
“One in which a person with a particular knowledge 
and/or ability accepts the trust and confidence of 
another to act in that person's best interest.”

Therapeutic Relationship: 
A continuum of professional behavior that spans from 
an extreme of under involvement to a “zone of 
helpfulness” to an extreme of over involvement. 

Boundary Definitions



Friend:
* A person who you like and enjoy being with
* A person who helps or supports someone or

something 
* A mutual relationship

Friendly:
* Showing kindly interest and goodwill 
* Cheerful, comforting
* Serving a beneficial or helpful purpose 

Boundary Definitions



Boundary Crossing:
* “Intentional or unintentional excursions across. 
Boundaries with a return to established limits of the 
professional relationship.” 

Boundary Violation:
* They occur when therapeutic boundaries are crossed 
* The service provider’s needs are being met rather   
than the clients’.

Boundary Definitions



Violation Potential:
* Every service provider carries a VP. 

* VPs are dynamic and change over time in response
to life events, professional risk factors and personal
vulnerabilities. 

* This variation explains why a provider may have a
low VP at one moment and a high VP at another. 

* Risk factors encompass a number of external
elements such as work setting, client type and
experience.

Boundary Definitions



* Choosing clients based on factors such as looks, age, or social
standing; 

* Responding to personal overtures by the client;

* Dressing differently when seeing a particular client; 

* Frequently thinking about a client outside of the context of the
therapeutic relationship; 

* Being defensive or making excuses when someone comments on or
questions your interactions with a client; 

* Being hesitant (except for reasons of confidentiality) or
embarrassed to discuss the relationship between you and your client; 

* Being in contact with client outside of work hours;

Yellow Light Warnings



* Discussing intimate or personal issues with a patient

* Engaging in behaviors that could reasonably be interpreted
as flirting 

* Keeping secrets with a patient or for a patient 

* Believing that you are the only one who truly understands
or can help the patient 

* Spending more time than is necessary with a particular
patient 

Red Flag Behaviors



* Speaking poorly about colleagues or your employment 
setting with the patient and/or family

* Showing favoritism 

* Meeting a patient in settings besides those used to provide 
direct patient care or when you are not at work 

* Providing the client with a home phone number or email 
address unless it is required in the context of a therapeutic 
relationship;

Red Flag Behaviors Con’t



* Clients can also demonstrate signs of over involvement by 
asking questions about a particular nurse, clinician, staff, etc. 
or seeking personal information. If this occurs, the staff 
should request assistance from a trusted colleague or a 
supervisor. 

Not Only Providers!



Maintaining Healthy 
Boundaries



A QUICK GUIDE
TO BOUNDARY DECISIONS

Potential Boundary Concern…

What are the implications
if I cross the boundary?

What are the implications if 
I don’t cross the boundary?

What is the meaning for me 
if I cross a boundary?

What is the meaning for the 
client if I cross the boundary?

What is the meaning for 
the Program?



Questions to Consider before 
Crossing a Boundary:

* Is this in my client’s best interest?
* Whose needs are being served?
* How would I feel telling a colleague/supervisor about this?
* How would this be viewed by the client’s family or significant

other?
* Does the client mean something ‘special’ to me?
* Am I taking advantage of the client?
* Does this action benefit me rather than the client?
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The MHC & Self-awareness
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When are you more likely to have a violation 
potential? What are your thoughts, feelings
behaviors?

How do you know when you have moved
from a violation potential to crossing or
violating a boundary?



Protecting Your Own Boundaries:

* Be aware of your own needs, values and attitudes. 
* Be aware of your comfort zone. 
* Remember, you are there to meet your client’s needs, not for 

your client to meet your needs! 
* When you are not able to do something, let your clients know 

what you are able to do for him/her or what you will do to 
help with the situation. 

* Use your supervisor! He or she knows and understands the 
complexities of your job. 



* Set the stage with appropriate boundaries from the initial assessment. 
Clients take their cues for acceptable behavior based on how you 
speak and act. 

* Seemingly harmless comments from the professional or the client can 
slide quickly into uncomfortable territory. correct all infractions 
immediately. 

* It is the professional’s responsibility to re-establish the professional 
boundaries, regardless of who crossed the line. 

* Document both inappropriate behavior and measures taken to re-
establish the professional boundaries. 

* Maintain clear professional boundaries to protect you and your client. 

Key Points to Remember:



Provider 
Help

T



10 Beliefs that Prevent Helpers from Getting Help
1. We should not experience personal problems...we know better!
2. We view personal problems as a sign of inadequacy or failure.
3. We think that there is no safe place for us to get help.
4. We should be aware of all helping resources for all problems.
5. We have helping skills and can take care of ourselves.
6. We often intellectualize and/or disassociate from the emotional impact of our                     

problems.
7. We often counsel family, friends, and significant others...a violation of  boundaries.
8. We feel responsible for and often take the blame if a family member or significant 

other has a personal problem.
9. We feel embarrassed to seek help from fellow professionals.
10. As a result of the above, we often wait longer than others to let people help and 

often sabotage our own treatment.

Professional helpers often share the above characteristics. Early family 
experience may have contributed to becoming a caretaker at an early age and 

continuing that role into adulthood. It may also be a factor of being part of a small 
community (professional or social) where everyone one another.



Prevention  
General Principles

• Become aware of symptoms of stress 
before they become severe 

• Establish clear, realistic stress 
management goals

• Incorporate all the support and planning 
necessary to make it work

• The challenge is to find the optimal level 
of stress each of us requires in order to 
thrive.

• The challenge is to find the optimal level 
of stress each of us requires in order to 
thrive to thrive.



Professional and Organizational 
Strategies

• Supportive policies that recognize the high risk 
nature of our work

• Acknowledgement of the connections between 
individual and work-related stresses

• Meaningful supervision, consultation and peer 
support

• Balancing our workload and creating a variety of 
tasks

• Good boundaries/limit setting
• Proactive plans for coping



Professional and Organizational 
Strategies Cont’d

• Comfortable physical work setting
• Opportunity for formal and informal debriefing on 

difficult situations
• Programs that respond to stress, critical incidents 

and wellness
• Getting support/help when we need it 
• Bringing humor, laughter  and celebration of 

victories into our work
• Work culture that abundantly expresses 

appreciation and  positive regard for workers 



Personal Strategies

• Good nutrition that fuels us
• Exercise that strengthens us
• Rest that renews us
• Self awareness that makes us wiser
• Life skills that equip us to cope 

better
• Social connection with others
• Spiritual development that gives us 

meaning and purpose in our lives



So What Do I Do?

2 minutes
* Breathe

* Stretch

* Daydream

* Take your stress temperature

* Laugh

* Doodle

* Acknowledge one of your accomplishments

* Say no to a new responsibility

* Compliment yourself

* Look out the window

* Spend time with your pet

* Share a favorite joke

5 minutes
* Listen to music
* Have a cleansing cry
* Chat with a co-worker
* Sing out loud
* Jot down dreams
* Step outside for fresh air
* Enjoy a snack or make a cup of 

coffee/tea



Soothing Senses

Taste:
* Green tea
* Chocolate
* Mango
* Gum
* Crunchy snack
* Vegetable soup
* Milk
* Oatmeal
* Celery
* Bananas
* Nuts and seeds
* Eggs

Smell:
* Lavender
* Eucalyptus
* Peppermint
* Green apple
* Coconut

Sounds:
•Leaves
•Water stream
•Seaside
•Water
•Fireplace
•Summer night
•Rain
•Thunderstorm
•Wind
•Forest
•Coffee shop
•Train
•Fan
•White noise

www.noisli.com

Touch:
•Playdough/Putty
•Soft objects
•Stress-relief 
magnets
•Stress balls
•Tactile beads
•Wood, metal, etc.
•Rubber bands
•Rubbing stones
•Beanbags
•Kneading eraser

Sight:
•Use your favorite color.
•Wallet-sized picture of 
someone or something 
you enjoy.
•Landscapes
•Baby animals
•Funny photos
•Pictures
•Blowing bubbles
•Positive affirmations

http://healthofmind.tumblr.com/post/22571448384/self-soothing-sensory-kit



Prevention Strategies

• “The first day on the job ensure that coping 
strategies are in place.” 

• Peer support (seek experienced peers)
• Limit work hours
• Don’t take work home



Positive Impacts of Our Work are 
many….

“ It is a privilege to be in the presence of 
survivors – to witness their courage , their 
strength and  their commitment to healing 
themselves and our world. It is also a privilege to 
be in the company of all of us here for those very 
same reasons….”



“To keep the lamp burning we have to 
keep putting oil in it.”

Mother Teresa

Remember…



ALWAYS REMEMBER:

If your compassion does  
not include yourself, it is

incomplete.- The Buddha耀



One Child. One Voice. One Vision. Be Someone.

The work you do is hard… 
Take care of yourself!





California Project LAUNCH Website 

https://www.caprojlaunch.org

https://www.caprojlaunch.org/


California Project LAUNCH Webinar 
Contact info:

Ayannakai Nalo, LCSW
Mental Health Consultant, California Project LAUNCH
email: Ayannakai.Nalo@acgov.org

Rita Lang, MA, MFT
Mental Wellness Team Manager, Alameda County Public Health Department 
Behavioral Health Clinical Supervisor and Program Manager, Blue Skies
Mental Wellness Team
email:  Rita.Lang@acgov.org

mailto:Ayannakai.Nalo@acgov.org
mailto:Rita.Lang@acgov.org


How to Hire a Mental Health Consultant -Finding the  
Right Match for Your Program

September 9th, 2019 12:00pm - 1:00 pm PST

Register at:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CAProjectLAUNCHWebinars

Pre-registration is required. The Zoon link to attend the webinars will be 
included in the “Thank you” message at the end of registration. 

Upcoming Webinar

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CAProjectLAUNCHWebinars

